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Fixed income
style factors
Moving from theory to practice

Introduction
As factor investing has grown in popularity in equity
markets, investors naturally wonder if a factor-based
approach would have applicability in the fixed income
markets. BlackRock’s research has shown that the
core principle of factor investing—systematically
identifying and capturing persistent risk premia—also
applies to bond markets.
This paper focuses on the fundamental concepts
behind style factor investing and explores a strategy
which blends two diversifying1 style factors, Quality
and Value, in order to create investable US corporate
portfolios that can potentially generate improved
absolute and risk-adjusted returns.
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Tom’s Take
We believe the combination of low yields and more challenging conditions for active managers may have investors looking for new
ideas in fixed income markets. Fixed income factor investing could not arrive at a better time to help investors create new possibilities.
While the concept has been debated and discussed in theoretical terms for years, we now have actual live index track records to
demonstrate the power that these strategies may bring to a portfolio.
The first step is creating a common language to understand these new types of strategies. We then take the next step of evaluating live
index strategies that we have been managing for over three years now to move the discussion from theory into practice.
Whether you are looking to enhance beta returns in a low-yield environment or create more consistent and predictable outperformance
in your active book of managers, we believe fixed income factors can help you achieve your fixed income goals.

The fundamental
investment concepts
underlying style investing
in equities can also be
applied to fixed income
markets.

Style factors can help
explain the historical
differences in risk and
return among a universe of
US corporate bonds.

Style factors, such as Value
and Quality, can be
integrated into a US
corporate bond portfolio to
pursue improved absolute
and risk-adjusted returns
over a market index.

1 Diversification does not guarantee a profit or eliminate the potential for loss.
The opinions expressed are those of the BlackRock Systematic Fixed Income Group as of October 2020 and subject to change with market conditions.
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Fixed income factors:
A quick catchup

Implementation:
the hard part

Equity and fixed income investors alike have often strived
to discern the drivers of investment returns. Over time, clear
and persistent drivers of returns—known as “factors”—have
been identified. In a previous publication, Fixed Income
Factors: Fixed Income’s Worst Kept Secret2, we provide a
foundational overview of the intuitive investment concepts
behind fixed income factor investing.

In recent years, investors have been inundated with equitycentric factor strategies. However, there have been very few
that have been created for fixed income—which begs the
question: Does factor investing work in fixed income?

Based on our research, we believe factors can be
categorized into two general categories—macro and style.
Macro factors capture broad, systemic risks such as
interest rates and inflation that explain returns across
multiple asset classes. Style factors, which will be the focus
of this paper, help explain differences in risks and returns
within asset classes. Historically, style factors represent
characteristics, such as Quality and Value, which may
determine, for example, why one group of corporate bonds
may have outperformed another.3

Style investing in
fixed income
While the nomenclature, definition, and measurement can
differ across academic research, BlackRock has identified a
broad set of fixed income style factors grounded in
intuitive, fundamental investment concepts.

We believe the answer is an unequivocal “yes… but.” Yes in
that we believe it will be a mainstay for fixed income
investing long term… But in that we admit there are
additional hurdles that must be overcome. For instance,
credit markets may have high transaction costs, less
reliable market-wide pricing data, and security availability
issues—all of which can accumulate to produce headwinds
during portfolio implementation.
Furthermore, the asymmetric return profile of bonds
(limited upside versus equities) requires more nuanced
approaches to building portfolios to help satisfy investors
preferences for return, risk, and yield generation. A Value
factor-based portfolio may generate higher yield and total
return than a market index, but it may come with securities
at a higher risk of default and be susceptible to large
drawdowns. Similarly, we have found that credit portfolios
that allocate to the Quality or Low Volatility factor may have
higher Sharpe ratios given their lower level of risk, but their
return will likely be highly cyclical. They may lag the index in
terms of yield and return for prolonged periods, and then
outperform in more rare downturns.4
Due to these limitations, we believe that investors may
benefit from blending the characteristics of multiple style
factors into a single portfolio. In the following sections, we
will explore the existence of factor phenomena in corporate
bond markets and discuss how a blended style factor
approach may help exploit a common behavioral bias.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the four principal style
factors—Quality, Value, Momentum, and Low Volatility—
that we believe have the most application for investors.

Figure 1: Overview of Fixed Income Style Factors
Figure
1: Overview
of Fixed Income Style Factors
Style Factor
Description
Rationale

Strategy Considerations

Quality

Bonds issued by firms with strong
fundamentals may outperform over
full business cycles

Firms with healthy capital structure
and ability to generate cash flows
can better weather risk-off periods

Buy bonds issued by firms
with high capacity to service
their debt

Value

Bonds priced at a discount relative
to their fundamental value may
outperform

While markets have been typically
efficient, temporary deviations from
fundamental values can exist

Buy bonds that are cheap
relative to their peers

Past winners could be future
winners

Investor herding mentality and a
tendency to chase winners

Buy bonds based on
trending technicals

Low volatility bonds may have
higher risk-adjusted returns

Low-risk, low-volatility bonds may
be ignored because they have
perceived lower expected returns

Buy low volatility, low risk
bonds

Momentum
Low
Volatility

Source: BlackRock. Based on the opinions of the Systematic Fixed Income Group as of October 2020. Forecasts are based on estimates and assumptions, there is no guarantee that they will
be achieved. The information shown above is for illustrative purposes only and not meant to be a recommendation to buy or sell any security.
2 Hyperlink: https://www.blackrock.com/institutions/en-us/insights/portfolio-design/fixed-income-factors. Published 12 June 2019. 3 “Foundations of Factor Investing”; Jennifer
Bender, Remy Briand, Dimitris Melas, and Raman Aylur Subramanian. 30 December 2013. MSCI. 4 "Reach for Safety“; Johnny Kang, Tom Parker, Scott Radell, and Ralph Smith. 30
September 2018. The Journal of Fixed Income.
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Style factor application:
Reach for safety not yield
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) suggests that
securities markets are efficient at valuing risk on the
premise that (1) all investors choose to invest in the
portfolio with the highest expected excess return per unit of
risk, and (2) investors can employ leverage to target a
desired absolute level of risk and return. In theory, a
security cannot be undervalued relative to its risk for
extended periods because demand for that security would
increase until the expected excess return per unit of risk
reverts to market levels.5
In practice, however, many bond investors are constrained
in their ability to employ leverage, and therefore must
instead overweight riskier bonds to attain desired income or
risk targets—commonly known as “reaching for yield.”
Reach for yield behavior may not be the best long-term
solution for credit investors, because while it may be
beneficial during prolonged periods of upward trending
markets, it can be severely penalized in down markets when
securities reprice, are downgraded or eventually default.
This behavioral bias of favoring higher beta, often riskier
securities, as a substitute for levering risk-efficient
securities leads to what is known as the “low volatility
anomaly,” and historical evidence suggests that it has
existed in bond markets for decades.6 It implies that the
CAPM theory fails because higher risk securities may
become overpriced relative to their expected return per unit
of risk as investors bid them up. In the long-run, lower
volatility securities may actually produce similar absolute,
and hence a higher return per unit of risk, as they are
overlooked by market participants that are chasing yields.

To illustrate, in Figure 2, we replicate the findings of Fama
and French, who show that historically, the security market
line (SML) in US equities is flatter than what models like
CAPM would suggest—an upward sloping line where
additional risk equates to additional reward.7 In the charts
below, we see a similar phenomenon in US corporate
bonds. The sets of markers correspond to historical valueweighted quintile portfolios constructed within ratings
groups using a measure of default risk.
Across ratings groups (from AAA to BB), there exists a
generally positive relationship between risk and return that
is consistent with theory. Within ratings groups, however,
the portfolios with the lowest default risk have tended to
actually outperform portfolios with the highest default risk.
In effect, the flat to negative relationship between risk and
return within corporate bond ratings groups may parallel
the phenomenon observed in equities.8 We argue that
investor propensity to reach for yield drives this anomaly in
the corporate bond market and creates an opportunity for
investors to seek to “reach for safety.”
Consider an approach which blends these two separate and
diversifying factors. First, a Quality factor screen can be
used to remove riskier securities that have a higher
probability of default. Intuitively, we believe removing such
securities may help provide downside mitigation and avoid
the behavioral bias of chasing yield in riskier securities.
Second, a Value factor tilt can be used to favor bonds that
appear to be underpriced relative to fundamentals. Value is
a historically rewarded risk factor which seeks to identify
bonds that are inexpensive relative to their financial
strength.9 Such approach allows for the screening of
riskier, overvalued exposures while simultaneously seeking
to preserve market context yields and improve total return
potential with less cyclicality.

Figure 2: Historical Security Market Lines in US Equity and US Corporate Bond Markets
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Source: BlackRock, using ICE BofAML US Corporate Index for ratings group AAA-A and BBB, and ICE BofAML US High Yield index for ratings group BB, from 1998-2020; Ken French library.
These plots illustrate the historical relationship between risk and return in US equities and US corporate bonds. For equities, the dots correspond to monthly value-weighted decile portfolios
formed on equity beta between January 1964 and June 2020 using data from Ken French’s website. For corporate bonds, the sets of markers correspond to monthly value-weighted quintile
portfolios formed on distance-to-default within different ratings groups using data from January 1998 to June 2020 of ICE BofAML Indices.
5 “The Capital Asset Pricing Model: Theory and Evidence”; Fama, E., and K. French. 2004. Journal of Economic Perspectives. 6 “Low-risk Anomalies In Global Fixed Income: Evidence From
Major Broad Markets”; Carvalho, R., P. Dugnolle, L. Xiao and P. Moulin. 2014. The Journal of Fixed Income. 7 “The Capital Asset Pricing Model: Theory and Evidence”; Fama, E., and K.
French. 2004. Journal of Economic Perspectives. 8 "Reach for Safety"; Johnny Kang, Tom Parker, Scott Radell, and Ralph Smith. 30 September 2018. The Journal of Fixed Income. 9 “Value
Investing in Credit Markets”; Correia, M., S. Richardson and I. Tuna. 31 March 2011. Review of Accounting Studies Vol 17.
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Case Study: Building a Reach for Safety portfolio
In this section, we will review a factor-based approach to credit that seeks to minimize reach for yield behavior, but still offer
the risk, return and yield potential that investor need to meet their performance objectives.

I. Background
Today’s low yield environment has made it challenging to generate income and total returns while managing corporate
bond risk. Investors seek total return and income from fixed income, but some may be leverage-limited. Investors are often
forced to reach for yield and take on more risk to meet return and income targets. While corporate bonds provide
incremental yield over government securities, avoiding defaults when the credit cycle turns downward is extremely
important to maximize total return in the long run. Due to the limited upside in bonds versus equity securities, we believe it
can be more important to avoid losers than to pick winners.
In this case study, we will go over the fundamental investment approach and realized returns of two factor-based US
corporate bond indices that we developed in 2017, the BlackRock Investment Grade Enhanced Bond Index10 and the
BlackRock High Yield Defensive Bond Index.11 For a deeper look at the methodologies for the BlackRock indices, see
Addendum A on page 9.
These indices combine two diversifying factors, Quality and Value, to create portfolios that are grounded in the “reach for
safety” insight we highlighted in the previous section. We believe a “reach for safety” approach can help seek superior
absolute and/or risk-adjusted returns relative to traditional market capitalization-weighted benchmarks.

II. Portfolio Construction
To build our factor-based credit portfolios, we will follow a three step-approach. First, we will screen out bonds that appear
low quality, then tilt the portfolio towards bonds that appear undervalued. Finally, we align the portfolio to have similar
characteristics to the broader market to limit any unintended active risks and minimize turnover (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Blended Style Factor Portfolio Construction Process

Screen on
Quality

Screen out bonds based on the Quality factor in an effort to
avoid potential defaults and risky securities

Tilt toward
Value
Align to
Market

Tilt towards the Value factor in an effort to
enhance potential income and total returns

Align portfolio with broad market in an effort to
limit unintended risks and minimize turnover

Source: BlackRock. Investment process is shown for illustrative purposes only and is subject to change.

10 Hyperlink: https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/products/287311/blackrock-investment-grade-enhanced-bond-index-fund
11 Hyperlink: https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/products/287310/blackrock-high-yield-defensive-bond-index-fund
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Screen on Quality
The first step in the process is to screen on Quality. Starting with a broad investable universe, as defined by the ICE BofA US
Corporate Index and the ICE BofA US High Yield Index, lower quality bonds are screened from the portfolio. The relative
quality of corporate bond issuers is measured via a proprietary, probability of default estimate.
BlackRock’s probability of default models is grounded in the basic assumption that default occurs mainly if a firm’s assets
fall short its liabilities. The probability of default model uses accounting, market data of equity and bond instruments, bond
ratings, and other economic variables to estimate the probability of default for the issuer over the next twelve-month period.
Thus, a full balance sheet approach is taken in assessing credit quality, similar to fundamental credit analysis.
Figure 4 shows the yield, risk, and Sharpe ratios (a measure of risk-adjusted return) of the corporate bond market across
quintiles of Quality. In these illustrative examples, we stratify the ICE BofA US Corporate Index and the ICE BofA US High
Yield Index into five quintiles based on exposure to the Quality style factor, with the fifth quintile (Q5) representing the
highest exposure to the given factor, and the first quintile (Q1) representing the lowest exposure.
Looking at Figure 4, our analysis reveals that bonds with a lower probability of default—higher quality—are less volatile,
illustrated by the descending pink bars. However, they also carry a lower yield, as illustrated by the downward trending
orange bars. Sharpe ratios are shown in green. A flat green line would suggest that as investors take on more risk, they are
fairly compensated by higher returns. The line is fairly flat in quintiles 3, 4, and 5, illustrating a stable trade-off between risk
and returns. However, this line slopes downward sharply for the lower quality quintiles 1 and 2 suggesting that taking on
more risk to chase higher yields no longer compensated by a commensurate level of return. Using a Quality screen would
effectively remove the bonds from the lower quintiles.

Figure 4: Quality Factor Quintile Portfolio Analysis
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The figures shown relate to past performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results.

Source: BlackRock, ICE BofA Indices, Bloomberg. Based on the ICE BofA US Corporate Index and the ICE BofA US High Yield Index from 1 January 2004 to 30 June 2020. The plots show
the historical performance of market value-weighted quintile portfolios (Q1 to Q5) that measures the Quality (distance to default) for investment grade and high yield bonds. Sharpe ratios
are reported for the quintile portfolios. Index returns are shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

Accordingly, this Quality screen serves a very important purpose. It removes those credits with the highest expected
probability of default and those that have had poor risk-adjusted returns relative to peers. We believe this can act as a
defensive property for both high yield and investment grade portfolio construction.
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Tilt toward Value
Portfolios based solely off the remaining high-quality bonds would likely be very defensive but also quite cyclical. Thus, we
introduce a potentially diversifying12 factor, Value, which favors bonds that are inexpensive relative to their current
fundamentals and future prospects. In this case we measure Value based on an option-adjusted spread metric that is
modified to take into account BlackRock’s estimated default probability of the issuer, what we call default-adjusted spread.
Accordingly, Figure 5 shows the yield, return, volatility and Sharpe ratios of bonds based on Value quintiles. We believe that
seeking a Value tilt will potentially boost the portfolios’ yield and absolute total return—as illustrated by the upward trending
orange and yellow bars in Figure 5.
Importantly, our research has found that the Value factor has historically performed well during periods in which the Quality
factor (which is effectively captured through the screening process) has lagged.13 Combining these two historically
rewarded factors is designed to help improve the cyclicality of returns relative to a strategy of screening out securities based
only on one factor such as Quality.

Figure 5: Value Factor Quintile Portfolio Analysis
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The figures shown relate to past performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results.

Source: BlackRock, ICE BofA Indices, Bloomberg. Based on the ICE BofA US Corporate Index and the ICE BofA US High Yield Index from 1 January 2004 to 30 June 2020. The plots show
the historical performance of market value-weighted quintile portfolio (Q1 to Q5) on measures of Value (default-adjusted spreads) for investment grade and high yield bonds. Sharpe ratios
are reported for the quintile portfolios. Index returns are shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

Align to market
Finally, we constrain portfolio level risks and turnover relative to the starting investable universes, the ICE BofA US
Corporate Index and the ICE BofA US High Yield Index. The duration risk, credit risk, and liquidity profile of the strategy are
constrained to stay within specific ranges of the benchmarks. Industry and issuer level exposure are governed through a
rules-based process as well. In order to build the most robust portfolio solution, the correlation of all of the portfolio level
risk factors—not just the bond-level risk factors, are taken into account through a risk model. Finally, transaction costs,
which detract from total return, are contained by mitigating overall portfolio turnover.
While the three-step process for the investment grade and high yield factor-based portfolios is the same, the goal for each is
slightly different. Specifically, a more defensive profile is targeted in the high yield strategy while greater absolute return is
targeted in investment grade strategy. Consequently, the Quality screen is emphasized more in the high yield strategy, while
the Value tilt is emphasized more in the investment grade strategy.
12 Diversification does not guarantee a profit or eliminate the potential for loss. 13 "Reach for Safety"; Johnny Kang, Tom Parker, Scott Radell, and Ralph Smith. 30 September 2018. The
Journal of Fixed Income.
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III. Measuring Results
After screening for Quality, tilting towards Value, and aligning the portfolio characteristics, we arrive at our multi-factor
portfolios for investment grade and high yield. This style factor portfolio construction can be applied through a rules-based
portfolio construction process which BlackRock codified in the development of the BlackRock Investment Grade Enhanced
Bond Index (IG Enhanced Index) and BlackRock High Yield Defensive Bond Index (HY Defensive Index).
These BlackRock indices were launched on May 31, 2017 and now have three years of live index returns in which to evaluate.
Figures 6 and 7 compare the three-year realized risk, return, and current characteristics of the two factor-based indices to
two common market capitalization-weighted counterparts, the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index (IG Index)
and the Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Bond Index (HY Index).
Looking at the scatter plot in Figure 6, over the three-year annualized period, the IG Enhanced Index has returned 6.91%
versus 6.33% compared to the IG Index, clearing its objective of enhanced absolute returns. From a risk perspective, the IG
Enhanced Index has produced higher 3-year annualized volatility of 7.55% versus 6.55% for the IG Index—resulting in a
Sharpe Ratio that is largely in line with the IG Index. We believe credit investors who are leverage constrained, but need
higher returns in today’s muted return environment, may want to consider a factor-based index investment to help them
achieve their return objectives without resorting to reach for yield behavior.
From a portfolio composition perspective, the IG Enhanced Index has exhibited a diversified14, but more concentrated
portfolio than the IG Index due to its factor-based security selection process. However, key characteristics such as yield,
option-adjusted spread, and credit quality are relatively in line with the IG Index. As part of a larger asset allocation, the IG
Enhanced Index may provide superior absolute returns without taking on significantly greater active risk over the
benchmark.

Figure 6: IG Enhanced Index Portfolio Analysis
3-Year Risk and Return

Total Return
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7.50%
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Volatility
Source: Bloomberg and BlackRock. Returns from 30 June 2017 to 30 June 2020. Volatility calculated as standard deviation of monthly returns. Index risk characteristics as of 30 June
2020. The “IG Enhanced Index” represented by the BlackRock Enhanced Corporate Bond Index, which incepted on 31 May 2017. The BlackRock Investment Grade Enhanced Bond Index
seeks to provide enhanced risk-adjusted returns relative to comparable capitalization-weighted indices for the U.S. investment grade corporate bond market. The “IG Index” represented by
the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index. The Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index measures the investment grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market, which
includes USD denominated securities publicly issued by US and non-US industrial, utility and financial issuers. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Index returns are
shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. The credit quality of a particular security or group of securities may be determined either by BlackRock or
a nationally recognized statistical rating organization and does not ensure the stability or safety of an overall portfolio. In the event a security in unrated by a ratings organization,
BlackRock may assign an internal rating for purposes of determining credit quality.

14 Diversification does not guarantee a profit or eliminate the potential for loss.
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Turning to Figure 7, over the three-year annualized period, the HY Defensive Index has returned 3.78% annually,
outperforming the HY Index by 0.45%. At the same time, the defensive nature of the factor-based index’s construction has
resulted in slightly lower risk of 8.65% versus 8.73% for the HY Index. As a result, the HY Defensive Index has exhibited a
higher Sharpe Ratio of 0.27 versus 0.21 for the HY Index. Finally, the HY Defensive Index is largely in line with HY Index but
it does so through a more concentrated portfolio. However, the HY Defensive Index’s portfolio exhibits higher levels of yield
and lower duration risk without sacrificing credit quality.
For high yield investors who are concerned about taking on greater default risk to enhance returns, a factor-based approach
may help them seek their yield and income targets while limiting the volatility that can come with moving into riskier assets.

Figure 7: HY Defensive Index Portfolio Analysis
Key Characteristics
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Source: Bloomberg and BlackRock. Returns from 30 June 2017 to 30 June 2020. Volatility calculated as standard deviation of monthly returns. Index risk characteristics as of 30 June
2020. The “HY Defensive Index” represented by the BlackRock High Yield Defensive Bond Index, which incepted on 31 May 2017. The BlackRock High Yield Defensive Bond Index seeks
to provide enhanced risk-adjusted returns relative to comparable capitalization-weighted indices for the U.S. high yield corporate bond market. The “HY Index” represented by the
Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Bond Index. The Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield Bond Index measures the USD-denominated, high yield, fixed-rate corporate bond
market. Securities are classified as high yield if the middle rating of Moody's, Fitch and S&P is Ba1/BB+/BB+ or below. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Index returns
are shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. The credit quality of a particular security or group of securities may be determined either by
BlackRock or a nationally recognized statistical rating organization and does not ensure the stability or safety of an overall portfolio. In the event a security in unrated by a ratings
organization, BlackRock may assign an internal rating for purposes of determining credit quality.

IV. Summary
As the zero-interest rate policy and low rate environment will likely continue to stretch on, we believe credit investors may
reach further and further for yield. In this case study, we showed how a “reach for safety” approach that blends style
factors—Quality and Value—can potentially generate improved absolute and risk-adjusted returns in a US investment grade
and US high yield credit portfolio context.
A quality screen was used to filter out securities that may be at a higher risk of rating downgrades or defaults, which we
believe can potentially minimize drawdown in market downturns and help protect income and capital during recessions.
Next, a tilt towards value was applied to potentially enhance income and total returns of the portfolio after the lower quality
securities were removed. Finally, each portfolio was optimized to align risk characteristics with the broad market while
seeking to limit turnover and potential transaction costs. This style factor framework has been developed into a rules-based
index through the BlackRock Investment Grade Enhanced Bond Index and BlackRock High Yield Defensive Bond Index.
These indices may provide opportunities to meet a mix of client objectives such as higher total returns, lower volatility
and/or superior risk-adjusted returns versus market capitalization-weighted allocations. Although the current live track
record for these indices is only three years long, we believe the results are promising for style factor-based fixed income
strategies.
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Conclusion
As with equities, factors can play a pivotal role in the risk
and return outcomes within fixed income markets. Fixed
income style factors—such as Value, Quality, Momentum,
and Low Volatility—can help explain the differences in
returns within asset classes like corporate bonds.

Three years in, the BlackRock Investment Grade Enhanced
Bond Index and BlackRock High Yield Defensive Bond
Index have demonstrated that blending the Quality and
Value style factors can potentially generate improved
absolute and risk-adjusted returns.

From a practitioner's perspective, a style factor lens can be
used to seek improved security selection within a universe
of corporate bonds that doesn’t rely on chasing yields.

We believe style factor investing in fixed income has arrived
and represents the next evolution in portfolio construction
that will ultimately help investors build better portfolios.

Addendum A: BlackRock Factor-Based Index Rule Summaries
Investment Grade Enhanced Index
Key Objectives

High Yield Defensive Index

• Maximize value metric (see below) while mitigating portfolio risk and T-costs relative to Investible Universe.
• Limit deviations from Investible Universe on: Issuer weights, Duration Times Spread of the index, Duration of
the index.

Included Securities

USD-denominated, corporate bonds rated investment grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) for the Investment Grade
Enhanced Index and high yield (Ba1/BB+ or lower) for the High Yield Defensive Index; callable/puttable, 144a
with registration (for investment grade) and without registration (for high yield), fixed rate, zero coupon, and
bonds with predetermined step up schedule.

Excluded Securities

Called bonds, bonds from countries with tax haven issues, fix-to-float bonds, D-rated bonds, defaulted bonds,
convertible bonds, floaters, bonds with warrants, inflation-linked bonds, Eurodollar bonds, Reg S bonds,
contingent capital bonds, Structured notes, non-callable perpetual bonds, PIK bonds, toggle notes, municipal
bonds, preferred equities, non-corporate credit.

Duration

Min: 90%, Max: 110% of investment universe

Min: 90%, Max: 110% of investment universe

Duration-TimesSpread

Min: 95%, Max: 105% of investment universe

Min: 95%, Max: 105% of investment universe

Issuer Weights

Max underweight: 100 bps, Max overweight: 50 bps
relative to investment universe

Max underweight: 150 bps, Max overweight: 75 bps
relative to investment universe

Maturity

> 12 months to final maturity

Minimum
Issue Size

$500 mm Amt Outstanding

Included
Countries

Australia, Belgium, Canada, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States

Quality Screen Metric

Utilizes a Probability of Default estimate to screen out up to 20% (for investment grade) or 30% (for high yield)
of eligible issuers within credit rating buckets; screen more heavily on lower credit rating buckets, agnostic to
industry. Probability of Default model inputs are accounting, market data of equity and bond instruments, bond
ratings, and other economic variables. The output of the model is an estimate of the probability of default for
the issuer over the next twelve-month period.

Value Tilt Metric

Utilizes Default-Adjusted Spread: OAS – Probability of Default x (1 – Recovery Rate Assumption*)

Rebalance Frequency
Turnover Constraint

$350 mm Amt Outstanding
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, United Kingdom, United States

Monthly
Target <6% one way turnover on a monthly basis.**

Source: BlackRock as of 30 June 2020. Subject to change.
For full index rules, please see: https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/literature/index-methodology/blk-smart-beta-corp-bond-index-methodology.pdf
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Risk: Investing in the bond market is subject to certain risks including market, interest-rate, issuer, credit, and inflation risk. High-yield, lower-rated, securities involve
greater risk than higher-rated securities; portfolios that invest in them may be subject to greater levels of credit and liquidity risk than portfolios that do not. There can
be no assurance that performance will be enhanced or risk will be reduced for strategies that seek to provide exposure to certain quantitative investment
characteristics (“factors”). Exposure to such investment factors may detract from performance in some market environments, perhaps for extended periods. In such
circumstances, a strategy may seek to maintain exposure to the targeted investment factors and not adjust to target different factors, which could result in losses.
Diversification may not protect against market risk or loss of principal.
This material is provided for educational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a
recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed are subject to change. References to
specific securities, asset classes and financial markets are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to be and should not be interpreted as recommendations.
Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole risk and discretion of the reader. The material was prepared without regard to specific objectives, financial
situation or needs of any investor.
This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections,
forecasts, and estimates of yields or returns. No representation is made that any performance presented will be achieved by any BlackRock Funds, or that every
assumption made in achieving, calculating or presenting either the forward-looking information or any historical performance information herein has been considered
or stated in preparing this material. Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this material could have a material impact on the investment
returns that are presented herein. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results and should not be the sole factor of consideration when
selecting a product or strategy.
The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are not
necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy.
In the U.S., this material is for Institutional use only – not for public distribution.
In Canada, this material is intended for permitted clients only, is for educational purposes only, does not constitute investment advice and should not be construed as
a solicitation or offering of units of any fund or other security in any jurisdiction.
In Hong Kong, this material is issued by BlackRock Asset Management North Asia Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of
Hong Kong. This material is for distribution to "Professional Investors" (as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571 of the laws of Hong Kong) and
any rules made under that ordinance.) and should not be relied upon by any other persons or redistributed to retail clients in Hong Kong.
In Singapore, this is issued by BlackRock (Singapore) Limited (Co. registration no. 200010143N) for use only with institutional investors as defined in Section 4A of
the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore. This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
In Korea, this information is issued by BlackRock Investment (Korea) Limited. This material is for distribution to the Qualified Professional Investors (as defined in the
Financial Investment Services and Capital Market Act and its sub-regulations) and for information or educational purposes only, and does not constitute investment
advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sells in any securities or any investment strategies.
In Taiwan, Independently operated by BlackRock Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited. Address: 28F., No. 100, Songren Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 110, Taiwan.
Tel: (02)23261600.
Issued in Australia and New Zealand by BlackRock Investment Management (Australia) Limited ABN 13 006 165 975 AFSL 230 523 (BIMAL) for the exclusive use
of the recipient who warrants by receipt of this material that they are a wholesale client and not a retail client as those terms are defined under the Australian
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the New Zealand Financial Advisers Act 2008 respectively. BIMAL is the issuer of financial products and acts as an investment
manager in Australia. BIMAL does not offer financial products to persons in New Zealand who are retail investors (as that term is defined in the Financial Markets
Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA)). This material does not constitute or relate to such an offer. To the extent that this material does constitute or relate to such an offer of
financial products, the offer is only made to, and capable of acceptance by, persons in New Zealand who are wholesale investors (as that term is defined in the FMCA).
This material has not been prepared specifically for Australian or New Zealand investors and may contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian or New
Zealand dollars and financial information which are not prepared in accordance with Australian or New Zealand law or practices.
In China, this material may not be distributed to individuals resident in the People's Republic of China ("PRC", for such purposes, excluding Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan) or entities registered in the PRC unless such parties have received all the required PRC government approvals to participate in any investment or receive any
investment advisory or investment management services.
For Other Countries in APAC, this material is issued for Institutional Investors only (or professional/sophisticated/qualified investors, as such term may apply in local
jurisdictions) and does not constitute investment advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell in any securities, BlackRock funds or any investment strategy nor
shall any securities be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of
such jurisdiction.
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In Latin America, for Institutional Investors and Financial Intermediaries Only (Not for public distribution). This material is for educational purposes only and does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares of any fund (nor shall any such shares be offered or sold to any person) in any
jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities law of that jurisdiction. It is possible that some or all of the funds
mentioned in this document have not been registered with the securities regulator of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay or any other
securities regulator in any Latin American country and thus might not be publicly offered within any such country. The securities regulators of such countries have not
confirmed the accuracy of any information contained herein. No information discussed herein can be provided to the general public in Latin America.
In Argentina, only for use with Qualified Investors under the definition as set by the Comisión Nacional de Valores (CNV).
In Chile, the offer of each security not registered with the Comisión para el Mercado Financiero (“CMF”) is subject to General Rule No. 336 issued by the SVS (now the
CMF). The subject matter of this offer may include securities not registered with the CMF; therefore, such securities are not subject to the supervision of the CMF.
Since the securities are not registered in Chile, there is no obligation of the issuer to make publicly available information about the securities in Chile. The securities
shall not be subject to public offering in Chile unless registered with the relevant registry of the CMF.
In Colombia, the offer of each Fund is addressed to less than one hundred specifically identified investors, and such Fund may not be promoted or marketed in
Colombia or to Colombian residents unless such promotion and marketing is made in compliance with Decree 2555 of 2010 and other applicable rules and
regulations related to the promotion of foreign financial and/or securities related products or services in Colombia.
IN MEXICO, FOR QUALIFIED AND INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS USE ONLY. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. This material is provided for
educational and informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares of any fund or security.
This material represents an assessment at a specific time and its information should not be relied upon by the you as research or investment advice regarding the
funds, any security or investment strategy in particular. Reliance upon information in this material is at your sole discretion. It is your responsibility to inform yourself
of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of Mexico. If any funds, securities or investment strategies are mentioned or inferred in this material, such funds,
securities or strategies have not been registered with the Mexican National Banking and Securities Commission (Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores, the
“CNBV”) and thus, may not be publicly offered in Mexico. The CNBV has not confirmed the accuracy of any information contained herein. BlackRock México
Operadora, S.A. de C.V., Sociedad Operadora de Fondos de Inversión (“BlackRock México Operadora”) is a Mexican subsidiary of BlackRock, Inc., authorized by the
CNBV as a Mutual Fund Manager (Operadora de Fondos de Inversión), and as such, authorized to manage Mexican mutual funds, ETFs and provide investment
management and investment advisory services (“Investment Services”) to Institutional and Sophisticated Clients in Mexico. The provision of Investment Services is a
regulated activity in Mexico, subject to strict rules, and performed under the supervision of the CNBV. For more information on the Investment Services offered by
BlackRock Mexico, please review our Investment Services Guide available in www.BlackRock.com/mx. BlackRock México is not authorized to receive deposits, carry out
intermediation activities, or act as a broker dealer, or bank in Mexico. For more information on BlackRock México, please visit: www.BlackRock.com/mx. BlackRock
receives revenue in the form of advisory fees for our advisory services and management fees for our mutual funds, exchange traded funds and collective investment
trusts. Any modification, change, distribution or inadequate use of information of this document is not responsibility of BlackRock or any of its affiliates. This
information does not consider the investment objectives, risk tolerance or the financial circumstances of any specific investor. This information is for educational
purposes and does not replace the obligation of financial advisor to apply his/her best judgment in making investment decisions or investment
recommendations. The information is “as-is”, if you copy, storage or otherwise modify the content, BlackRock is not responsible for damage or loss related to the tool,
including without limit, any liability for direct, indirect or punitive damages (including loss of benefits or principal). Pursuant to the Mexican Data Privacy Law (Ley
Federal de Protección de Datos Personales en Posesión de Particulares), to register your personal data you must confirm that you have read and understood the
Privacy Notice of BlackRock México Operadora. For the full disclosure, please visit www.blackrock.com/mx and accept that your personal information will be managed
according with the terms and conditions set forth therein. © 2020 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved.
In Peru, this material is for the sole use of Institutional Investors, as such term is defined by the Superintendencia de Banca, Seguros y AFP.
The information provided here is neither tax nor legal advice. Investors should speak to their tax professional for specific information regarding their tax situation.
Investment involves risk including possible loss of principal. International investing involves risks, including risks related to foreign currency, limited liquidity, less
government regulation, and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse political, economic or other developments. These risks are often heightened for
investments in emerging/developing markets or smaller capital markets.
FOR INSTITUTIONAL, FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL, PERMITTED CLIENT AND WHOLESALE INVESTOR USE ONLY. THIS MATERIAL IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED OR
DISTRIBUTED TO PERSONS OTHER THAN THE RECIPIENT.
BlackRock® is a trademark of BlackRock, Inc., or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.
© 2020 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved.
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